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The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, now part of the Chessie System, 
crosses the Potomac River and the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal between 
Harpers Ferry, West Virginia, and Maryland Heights in Washington 
County, Maryland. The crossing is in an east-west direction. On 
the Maryland side of the river the land rises abruptly to form the 
southern end of Elk Ridge, known as Maryland Heights. As a result 
of the land formation, a tunnel takes the railroad through the 
southern tip of Maryland Heights.

Although the B&O Railroad crossed the Potomac at this location as 
early as 1836, what remains at present are the two most recent rail 
road bridges, still in use, and ruins of the piers of two earlier 
bridges which shared the same alignment. The two existing bridges 
converge on the Maryland side of the river at the western end of 
the tunnel.

The most recent and northernmost bridge was built in 1930-1931. It 
is a deck plate-girder span which now carries the B&O main line. 
The construction of this bridge was part of a new alignment which 
reduced sharp curves associated with the river and canal crossing. 
As part of this improvement project, the tunnel was given its present 
bell mouth of reinforced concrete to accommodate the new alignment.

Just south of the 1931 bridge is a steel-truss and plate-girder bridge 
completed in 1894. According to William Lee Sisson, who planned the 
bridge and approach alignments, writing in 1894: "The river bridge 
consists of four deck spans of 85 feet 6 inches, three through spans 
of 140 feet, one deck span of 100 feet, and one half-through span of 
34 feet 6 inches, making a total length of 896 feet 6 inches. The 
piers of the bridge, eight in number, are set at an angle of 73° 45' 
with the (bridge) center line and are 6x7 feet on top and from 34 to 
36 feet high above neat line, and are located directly opposite and 
on a line with, the piers of the old bridge, so as to obstruct the 
waterway as little as possible, and are on a grade of 0.3%, the coping 
of them being level. They are built of Gettysburg granite and are 
founded on solid rock."l The bridge is further described as having 
through spans of single-intersection Pratt trusses, with deck spans 
of plate girders. The west end of the bridge branches into a "Y" 
at the junction of the main line and the Valley (Winchester) Branch 
of the B&O Railroad.

^•William Lee Sisson, "Harpers Ferry Improvement/" American 
Society of Civil Engineers Transactions, Vol. 32, 1894.
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This site is as vivid an example as exists in the United States of the 
intimate relationship between railroad engineering and railroad economics. 
Present on the site is the physical evidence of three separate and dis 
tinct alignments of the Baltimore & Ohio's main line at its crossing of 
the Potomac, the latter two each constructed to reduce the severity and 
extent of curvature on both sides of the river. The considerable expense 
of the two "improvements" (to use the railroad term for such works) was 
justified by the drastic reduction in operating costs that would result. 
(For a variety of physical reasons it is more expensive to haul a train 
around a curve than along a tangent, the cost increasing in geometrical 
proportion with the degree of curvature and arithmetic proportion to 
the length.)

Such improvements were — and still are — a basic element in the devel 
opment of American railroads, particularly after the early period, a 
consequence of the need to select initial routes and construction methods 
under the dictation of limited capitalization rather than engineering 
ideals. The principle was one simply of getting the line through in 
an expedient fashion to some established, distant point, the connection 
of which with the starting terminal would begin the generation of 
revenue. With cash flowing in, it was possible for the company in suc 
ceeding years to go back over the line, straightening out too-tight 
curves by tunneling through rock spurs; reducing grades by realignment; 
strengthening bridges to allow for heavier and faster traffic; and by a 
variety of other such "improvements" both increase the line's capacity 
and reduce the cost of operating trains over it.

The B&O's original main line between Baltimore and Wheeling — a marvel 
of surveying and construction in its time (1827-52) — incorporated in 
profusion those banes of the operating department: grades too heavy; 
bridges too light; and curves too sharp, increasingly impediments to 
economical and efficient operation as both traffic and train weights 
increased. The program of improving the line in both major and minor 
ways was a continuous one, almost from the first day of operation until 
the time of World War II.
(See Continuation Sheet No. 2)
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DESCRIPTION (continued)

At the time this bridge was built, the tunnel was constructed to 
eliminate a sharp curve between the C&O Canal and the foot of 
Maryland Heights. The double-track tunnel is 812 feet long and 
begins 103 feet from the east end of the bridge. Its portals 
were of brick.

Immediately south of the 1894 steel truss bridge, at the junction of 
the Shenandoah and Potomac Rivers, are ruins of the abutments and 
piers of two earlier railroad bridges which shared the same align 
ment. The more recent of these two bridges was the famous Bollman 
Iron Truss developed by Wendel Bollman, well known bridge builder 
who served for some years as Master of Road for the B&O Railroad. 
Completed in 1870, the Bollman bridge was used by rail and highway 
traffic until 1894, and highway traffic alone until it was destroyed 
by the flood of 1936. The westernmost span of this bridge carrying 
the Valley or Winchester Branch was built in 1851 and was one of 
the earliest examples of Bollman's truss system. This original 
Bollman section was a single suspension truss of cast and wrought 
iron, 124 feet in clear span. At that time the remainder of the 
bridge was of timber construction. The original Bollman and the 
wooden portions were destroyed during the Civil War and were re 
placed by several temporary structures.

The original railroad bridge was a covered timber structure built 
in 1836-1837. Designed by Benjamin H. Latrobe, the B&O's Chief Engineer, 
it was executed by Lewis Wernwag. After 1839 this bridge incorporated 
its unique "Y" spans to accommodate the Valley Branch of the rail 
road as it left the main line.

Before the railroad bridges were built a highway bridge, begun in 1824, 
crossed the river between Harpers Ferry and Maryland Heights. A 
ferry crossed the Potomac and was in operation as early as 1747.

A hip-roofed frame railroad station with an integral interlocking 
tower was located on the river bank at Harpers Ferry between the 
Bollman and the 1894 bridges. Built in 1892, it was moved some dis 
tance west to its present location during the 1930-1931 improvement, 
and the tower removed some time later.

(See Continuation Sheet No. 2)
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SIGNIFICANCE (continued)

The basis of the problem of crossing the Potomac at Harpers Ferry 
lay in the fact that the river and the railroad were essentially 
parallel on both sides of the crossing. Latrobe, in designing the 
initial alignment and the bridge, circa 1832, was faced with two 
conflicting factors. First was the desirability of introducing curves 
of as large a radius as possible in swinging the line away from the 
Maryland shore, making the crossing, and reestablishing it along the 
river on the (West) Virginia bank, which would have meant, ideally, 
making the crossing at a considerable angle to the river axis. To 
do so, however, would have adversely affected the second factor: 
the economic requirement that the bridge be as short as possible. 
That requirement prevailed, and the line was laid down favoring 
the shortest possible bridge, crossing the river at nearly a right 
angle. This, combined with the presence on the Maryland side of 
the steep prominence of Maryland Heights and on the (West) Virginia 
side of the Federal armory and the town itself, prevented the line 
from being swung away from the river on either side of the crossing. 
The result was the extraordinately tight curves at both ends of the 
bridge, that characterized the crossing for nearly 60 years.

Latrobe apparently justified that solution to the dilemma on the 
basis of the light, short, slow trains typical of the B&O's early 
traffic. By the end of the Civil War, when it was necessary to 
completely rebuild the bridge, the complex balance was examined that 
weighed the savings to be looked for from the faster operation of 
heavier and longer trains made possible by a more favorable align 
ment, against the considerable capital cost of such an improvement. 
The various economic and practical factors apparently dictated a 
new bridge — the Bollman — but on the original piers.

By the 1890s the crossing's outrageous curvature had not only be 
come an intolerable operating burden for the railroad, but rapidly 
was becoming an absolute obstacle as the rigid wheelbase of locomo 
tives increased to the point that the curves simply could not be 
negotiated. A concomitant problem was that the Bollman spans were 
growing progressingly inadequate in the face of rising locomotive 
weights.

(See Continuation Sheet No. 3)
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SIGNIFICANCE (continued)

The improvement of 1894 solved both problems at one stroke. The 
new alignment greatly eased the curves: by tunneling through the 
mountain spur on the Maryland side; crossing the river on a new 
bridge slightly skewed with respect to the river axis; and on the 
West Virginia side by sweeping broadly around on the town side rather 
than the river side of the ex-armory site. The bridge itself was, 
of course, adequate to the heaviest loadings of the period.

By the late 1920s, freight traffic speeds had so increased that even 
the broad curves of the 1894 improvement were becoming restrictive, 
and starting in 1930 a second improvement of the line was laid down. 
The principal feature was a new bridge — of deck plate-girder 
spans — at a considerable skew to the river axis, on a tangent 
(straight line) with respect to the tunnel. Curvature on the 
Maryland side thus was completely eliminated. The bridge met the 
West Virginia shore considerably upriver from the landing of the 
previous one, at about the western end of the arsenal grounds, re 
sulting in a wide, sweeping curve that permitted almost unrestricted 
train speeds. The tangency between the old tunnel and the new 
bridge required that the tunnel's west end be widened, or "bell- 
mouthed," the reason for the new, concrete portal bearing the 1931 
date. It was the new alignment on the south bank that necessitated 
also the moving of the station to its present location. As 35 
years earlier, the cost of all this, and the added maintenance costs 
of a bridge 50% longer than its predecessor, were justified by the 
reduced operating costs anticipated.

The 1894 bridge was continued in service, carrying the traffic of 
the Winchester Branch. Until it was destroyed by the great flood 
of March, 1936, the Bollman Bridge also carried on as before in 
highway service. From then until construction of the present high 
way bridge across the Shenandoah about 1940, road traffic was ac 
commodated on a temporary plankway laid on the 1894 railroad bridge.

The Potomac crossing of the B&O Railroad at Harpers Ferry is a text 
book case of engineering solutions to a particularly difficult set 
of topographical conditions, set against a wide variety of economic, 
technological, and other factors, some of which are clear in hind 
sight, others obscure. This triple crossing appears to be unique 
in American railroad engineering, of extraordinary historical in 
terest because of the survival of evidence of all three crossing 
alignment structures, and the clarity with which the engineering 
problem and its solutions are to be seen.
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